
So MODERN

So VERSATILE 

   NEW lip shape now fits door openings as narrow as 714mm (28.1”), 

solving even more applications with one range

   Unique lip shape allows a seamless transition for bridging  

more narrow doorways

   Great for all types of wheelchair, rollator and scooter  

(2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 wheel types)

   Available with different folding options to suit your needs

   Custom sizes available across entire range

 

So EASY-TO-USE 

   Simply deploy either way around and you’re ready to roll…

   NEW unique lip shape allows users to easily enter the ramp from an angle

   NEW rigid handles on the NEW Aerolight-Lifestyle and Broadfold for safety  

and ease-of-use

 

So QUICK TO DEPLOY 

   Improved clip for even quicker and easier opening

 

So SAFE 
  Unique reflective lip feature for increased safety in low light situations

  Easy-to-walk-on full width grip surface

  New unique lip shape and rubber grips ensure maximum grip onto landing point

  Full serial number traceability

 

So STRONG 
  Highest ever strength-to-weight ratio, now up to 450kg capacity

  Comprehensive two year warranty and ten year design life

 

Now EVEN LIGHTER 

   Lightest range of aluminium portable ramps available; now even lighter!

Welcome to the  

all-new “WOW” look!

NEW Aerolight®

Avoid this!

      This new product 

melds very well with 

the environment;  

it’s not a beacon  

for disability.

Kate Sheehan, 

Occupational Therapist



UK
WORLD CLASS

MANUFACTURING PROGRAM

New, unique lip design

Subtle 

reflective 

lip feature for

increased 

safety in  

low-light 

situations  Unique lip shape allows 

a seamless transition for 

bridging doorways

Struggling to fit your 

ramps into narrow 

doorways?

Lip design now fits 

narrow doorways.

Seriously 

lightweight

      It’s lightweight, 

it’s easy to carry and 

easier to use than 

you expect.

Tom, Wheelchair User

     With a ramp like this 

where you’ve now got a 

tapered edge on the end, 

the ramp will fit neatly in 

the threshold still giving 

the same width to allow the 

wheelchair to fit down the 

ramp as before. It bridges 

that gap of what was  

missing in the market.

Cheryl Cooke, Key RampCentre 

Dealer (Redland Healthcare)

New modern looks

and increased

capacity.



NEW Aerolight-Xtra 

Premium folding suitcase ramp

Quick and easy to deploy, the NEW Aerolight-Xtra is an all-round winner in 
real life situations.  Since its introduction in 2003, the original style has seen 
many improvements and is now also available in High Rise and Up&Over kits.

   Folds and clips together for convenient, compact storage
   Flat underneath for the best possible step clearance
  Very easy to carry and deploy
   Full-width grip surface folds inside when stored and carried  
for ultimate safety

2ft - 8ft long7 sizes

A proven and 

popular workhorse

Up to 450kg 
capacity

The fact that these ramps are the 

lightest on the market makes it an 

easier selling point all-round. 

Cheryl Cooke, Key RampCentre Dealer 

(Redland Healthcare)

Code Length Ramp Width* Lip Width Capacity Weight
Stored Dimensions  

L x W x D

AX6 60cm (2’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 450kg (71st) 4.7kg (10lbs) 60 x 39 x 8cm (24 x 15 x 3”)

AX9 90cm (3’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 450kg (71st) 6.5kg (14lbs) 90 x 39 x 8cm (35 x 15 x 3”)

AX12 120cm (4’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 400kg (63st) 8.3kg (18lbs) 120 x 39 x 8cm (47 x 15 x 3”)

AX15 150cm (5’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 350kg (55st) 10.1kg (22lbs) 150 x 39 x 8cm (59 x 15 x 3”)

AX18 180cm (6’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 350kg (55st) 11.9kg (26lbs) 180 x 39 x 8cm (71 x 15 x 3”)

AX21 210cm (7’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 300kg (47st) 13.7kg (30lbs) 210 x 39 x 8cm (83 x 15 x 3”)

AX24 240cm (8’) 76cm (30”) 71.4cm (28.1”) 250kg (39st) 15.5kg (34lbs) 240 x 39 x 8cm (98 x 15 x 3”)

* Width excludes handles


